FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Hitachi Automotive Systems’ Lightweight, Compact and Highly
Reliable Lithium-Ion Battery Module has been Chosen for
Suzuki’s New “Swift” Vehicles with Hybrid Technology
Tokyo, July 24, 2017 ---Hitachi Automotive Systems, Ltd. today announced that its
lightweight, compact and highly reliable lithium-ion battery module has been chosen for
Suzuki Motor Corporation’s new Swift HYBRID SG and Swift HYBRID SL, fitted with
hybrid technology. The new models were launched on July 12, 2017.
The lithium-ion battery module features high performance and a highly reliable battery
cells cultivated through previous experience and combined into a single unit with a
voltage detection substrate for detecting voltage in the battery cells. This made it
possible to reduce the weight by 35% (compared to the previous product by Hitachi
Automotive Systems) and lower its height by 37% (compared to the previous product
by Hitachi Automotive Systems).
Since Hitachi Automotive Systems began pioneering the in-vehicle lithium-ion battery
business in 1999, it has produced many lithium-ion batteries. In the manufacturing of
lithium-ion batteries, the company uses expertise related to mass production and
quality control that has been cultivated over many years by Hitachi Vehicle Energy,
Ltd., a group company. Its lithium-ion batteries have been highly evaluated by
manufacturers both within and outside of Japan.
Thanks to the strong evaluations of Hitachi Automotive Systems’ track record and the
potential for in-vehicle use of its progressively lightweight and compact batteries, the
batteries were chosen for the new Swift HYBRID SG and Swift HYBRID SL. This
follows their use in the latest Solio/Solio Bandit, which was released in November 2016.
Going forward, Hitachi Automotive Systems will contribute to the development of
electric vehicles while also helping to conserve the environment by providing electric
powertrain products such as high performance and highly reliable lithium-ion batteries
for the electric vehicle market, which is predicted to continue expanding.
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About Hitachi Automotive Systems, Ltd.
Hitachi Automotive Systems, Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd.,
headquartered in Tokyo, Japan. The company is engaged in the development,
manufacture, sales and services of automotive components, transportation related
components, industrial machines and systems, and offers a wide range of automotive
systems including engine management systems, electric power train systems, drive
control systems and car information systems. For more information, please visit the
company's website at http://www.hitachi-automotive.co.jp/en/.
About Hitachi Vehicle Energy, Ltd.
Hitachi Vehicle Energy, Ltd. is a subsidiary of Hitachi, Ltd., headquartered in Ibaraki
Prefecture, Japan. The company manufactures lithium-ion batteries and is expanding
the scale of mass production. For more information, please visit the company's website
at http://www.hitachi-ve.co.jp/en/.
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